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❖With the nearly 100% occurrence rate (160 out of 164 nights of

observations), the regular occurrence of pre-dawn TINa layers

can be decisively confirmed for the first time at midlatitudes.

❖ Based on the regularly occurring Boulder TINa dawn layers, the

TINa mixing ratio composite contours are calculated for the first

time in 12 different months from 7 years of lidar data. The same

uneven color bar is applied in all mixing ratio contours from

January to December and all contours are fixed in both x and y

axis to be better compared.

Through 12 composite contours of various months, the downward

progression phase can be observed clearly before dawn descending

from over 125 km to around 110 km, which decisively confirms

that some coherent structures play important roles in the layer

formation. As we argued in Chu, Chen et al., 2021, it is because of

semidiurnal tides with an interval of 12 hours. But now according

to more pre-dawn TINa cases, we think some more regular factors

with coherent structures may contribute to the layer formation.

Another stunning result from the monthly composite contours is

that those pre-dawn TINa layers seem to appear with positive

correlation to sun rise time each night. For instance, the black solid

lines in those plots are the sunlit altitudes. While compared to

TINa in July, which dawn layers disappear around 11 UT when

sun rises, TINa in January end much later, they disappear after 13

UT when sun rises. Those seasonal variations of TINa occurring

time challenges our initial understanding of formation mechanisms.

After more than 30 years of lidar 

observations at mid-latitudes, only 

intermittent occurrence of 

thermosphere-ionosphere Na (TINa) 

layers had been reported. 

Last year, the first discovery of 

regularly occurring mid-latitude TINa

layers has been made over Boulder, 

Colorado. For the first time, neutral Na 

layers have been observed regularly 

descending from ~125 km after dusk 

and from ~150 km before dawn every 

night. Observations of TINa layers 

have opened a new door to advance 

understanding of fundamental 

processes in the space‐atmosphere 

interaction region.

lidar observations criteria: 

enough time coverage of 

minimum 3 hours including 

10 UT 

dawn layer occurrence 

criteria: around 10 UT, 

dawn layers extend to over 

125km and have clear 

downward phase progression 

dawn layer occurrence 

study conclusion: 

totally 164 qualified nights 

of dawn layer observations, 

four cases without dawn 

layer happen during April–

June. The occurrence rate is 

97.56%, almost 100%.

❑ Na density profiles, and the volume 

mixing ratio profiles are plotted in log-10 

scales for the dusk and dawn layers. 

❑ The density profiles of dawn layers show 

a turning point around 110 km, above and 

below which the slopes are different. 

Correspondingly, the volume mixing ratio 

exhibits a broad peak above ~110 km. 

❑ Dusk layers exhibit a narrower mixing 

ratio peak above its density slope turning 

point that is usually several kms lower 

than that of the dawn layers. 

❑ Such increased mixing ratios provide 

strong evidence for in-situ production 

of Na above the turning point (~105–

110 km) for both the dusk and dawn 

layers.

To further characterize the seasonal variations of Boulder TINa dawn layers, based on the 

monthly mean profiles shown before, a harmonic fit consisting of mean plus annual and 

semiannual oscillations, equation (1), is applied to the lidar data.
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❑ As shown in Figure above, TINa variations differ from the Na main layer seasonal 

variations. The Na density contours exhibit substantial variations throughout the year.

❑ During summer, especially in June, Na densities are very low at main layers and the layer 

is confined to a narrow range of altitudes between about 90 and 95 km. In July, the layer 

exhibits significant growth, especially around 95 km, as it transitions to its high density.

❑While during winter, from October to January, Na main layer stays at high level.

But for TINa seasonal variations above 110 km, summer seems to be the strongest 

throughout the whole year. In June, TINa mixing ratio can even reach around 140 km. 

During winter, from October to January, TINa also stays at high level according to the 

mixing ratio contour. 

❑ Hence, it is likely that TINa variations are quite different from the Na main layer 

seasonal variations, which may be caused by the seasonal variation of tidal winds and 

Na+ ion density above 105 km.

Quantification of TINa dawn layers

• Na density (left) and volume mixing ratio (right) monthly profiles are plotted in 

log-10 scales for all qualified dawn layer cases through all 12 months. 

• The monthly density profiles show a turning point around 110 km. 

Correspondingly, the monthly mixing ratio exhibits a broad peak above ~110km. 

• Such monthly mean results from 7 years of lidar data provide strong evidence for 

in-situ production of Na above the turning point (∼105–110 km) for dawn layers.

The regular occurrence of the pre-dawn TINa layers allows the 

characterization of the seasonal variations of TINa layers over the 

entire 12 months of a year for the first time. Analyze 7 years of lidar 

observations from 2011 to 2017 to quantify the 12 monthly 

composites of the nighttime TINa layers and monthly-mean profiles.

Occurrence Study of TINa dawn layers

Conclusions
The study report the first characterization of seasonal variations of 

TINa layers using 7 years of high-sensitivity lidar observations over 

Boulder. Monthly composite contours show clear downward phase 

progression of the pre-dawn TINa layers through all 12 months of a 

year at this mid-latitude site. Utilizing a harmonic fitting method, we 

characterize the seasonal variations of these pre-dawn TINa layers 

with their annual and semi-annual oscillations quantified for the first 

time. Both monthly and seasonal parameters of TINa layers exhibit 

features of coherent tidal phases, but with large variations through 12 

months. Such TINa layers provide a unique tracer to probe the neutral 

atmosphere and its coupling with plasma in the E to lower F regions.


